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Overview
Embrace the sweet serenities of solitude, free from wires and disturbances, with the Creative Outlier Pro! As the latest addition to our Outlier TWS series, Creative Outlier Pro is here to offer you the best true wireless experience yet.
Effective noise cancellation is the first step to enjoying better audio—that's why we're introducing hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) to the Outlier Pro. Eliminate unwanted noise and immerse in clean, crisp audio from its graphene-coated drivers. You don't have to worry about battery too—the battery life of these noise cancelling earbuds is further amped up to a total of 60 hours!
With a total of six microphones for clearer call quality, customizable touch controls, IPX5-certified water resistance, and Bluetooth 5.2 connectivity, Creative Outlier Pro lets you have it all.
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PER CHARGE
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TOTAL PLAYTIME
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TOUCH CONTROLS
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SIX MICS
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GRAPHENE-COATED DRIVERS
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5.2
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ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION
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AMBIENT MODE
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AAC
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IPX5 SWEATPROOF
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SIRI / GOOGLE ASSISTANT
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WIRELESS CHARGING






Noise Control
Personal Space, Personalized Silence
Block the world out and have your own personal space wherever you go. Featuring hybrid ANC that utilizes feedforward and feedback microphones on each earbud, the Creative Outlier Pro detects your surrounding sounds and monitors what you hear, effectively cancelling out surrounding noise so you can focus on what truly matters to you.
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Feedforward Mic:
 Placed on the outside to detect surrounding noise, which is then cancelled out by the ANC technology's anti-signal in response to the noise detected
Feedback Mic:
 Placed on the inside to monitor what users actually hear, so the ANC technology can respond and correct the signals accordingly
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Feedforward Mic:
 Placed on the outside to detect surrounding noise, which is then cancelled out by the ANC technology's anti-signal in response to the noise detected


Feedforward Mic:
 Placed on the outside to detect surrounding noise, which is then cancelled out by the ANC technology's anti-signal in response to the noise detected

[image: ]

Feedback Mic:
 Placed on the inside to monitor what users actually hear, so the ANC technology can respond and correct the signals accordingly

When you need to hear your surroundings, you don't have to pause the music or take the noise cancelling earbuds out. Simply double tap on the left earbud to switch over to Ambient Mode, and let in just the right amount of surrounding sound—just enough to order a coffee or hear the traffic when cycling. You can also customize the amount of sound to let in via the Noise Control module in the Creative app!




Battery
Industry-leading Battery Life
The Creative Outlier Pro comes with a whopping 60 hours of total battery life! For an average user, you can charge them as sparsely as twice a month1!
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ANC OFF
   ANC ON

15 hours per charge
60 hours total playtime

When it's finally time to charge, simply plug in the provided USB-C cable or place it on any Qi-compatible wireless charging pad2 to recharge, and you're ready to go for another two weeks1!
If you are in a hurry, a quick 10-minute charge also provides for 2 hours of listening.
1Based on average volume level, assuming average usage of 3-4 hours a day. 
2Wireless charging pad not included. We recommend a Qi-compatible wireless charging pad of at least 5W for optimum charging speed.

GUIDE TO LED INDICATOR






EARBUD LED INDICATOR
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FLASHING RED / BLUE
Bluetooth Pairing
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GLOWING RED
Charging (In Charging Case)




CHARGING CASE LED INDICATOR

EARBUDS CHARGING INDICATOR
Glowing Red — Charging
Solid Green — Fully Charged
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BATTERY LEVEL
Red — Low
Yellow — Medium
Green — High

CHARGING INDICATOR
Glowing Red — Charging
Solid Green — Fully Charged






Communications
Be Heard Loud and Clear
The Creative Outlier Pro has three microphones built into each earbud, working together to ensure you sound loud and clear on voice calls—whether you're chilling in a park or working from home. The microphones detect the environmental sounds and focus on picking up just your voice, suppressing the background noise and chatter around you.
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Command Away
Better voice pickup also means you won't have to repeat yourself to Siri and Google Assistant. Activate your preferred assistant with three light taps on the left earbud, and command away!
[image: ]
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Controls
Customizable Touch Controls
Skip through your playlist, answer calls, or toggle between ANC mode and Ambient Mode—control them all just with a few taps on your earbuds. For more freedom, you can even customize your own tap controls via the Creative app and use them in the most intuitive way to you.
GUIDE TO TOUCH CONTROLS
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PLAYBACK MODE

[image: ]
Left

[image: ]
Right

Tap X2: Ambient Mode > Active Noise Cancellation > Off
Tap X3: Siri / Google Assistant
Tap and Hold 3s: Volume Down

Tap X2: Play / Pause
Tap X3: Next Track
Tap and Hold 3s: Volume Up



CALL MODE

[image: ]
Left

[image: ]
Right

Tap X2: Answer / End Call
Tap and Hold 3s: Reject Call
Note: Volume adjustments on the earbuds are unavailable during incoming / outgoing calls.




ENTERING BLUETOOTH PAIRING MODE

[image: ]
Left

[image: ]
Right

Tap and Hold 3s: Enter Bluetooth Pairing Mode
Note: The earbuds can only enter Bluetooth Pairing mode manually when no audio is being played.






Audio
uninterrupted Wireless Audio
Experience full, rich audio with the Creative Outlier Pro, which is equipped with 10 mm graphene-coated driver diaphragms that efficiently delivers pristine and accurate sounds for any type of content. Coupled with improved wireless stability of Bluetooth® 5.2, the wireless experience with Outlier Pro is both reliable and enjoyable.
When it's time to catch up with your favorite TV series or play some mobile games, head over to the Creative app and turn Low Latency Mode on. This new feature reduces the latency of Outlier Pro by more than half, effectively minimizing that Bluetooth transmission time-lag, so you can enjoy fully synchronized audio and video!
GUIDE TO PAIRING THE EARBUDS
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Here's how to pair the Creative Outlier Pro to your mobile devices and computers:

[image: ]

STEP 1:
Remove both earbuds from the charging case. The Outlier Pro will automatically go into pairing mode.


[image: ]

STEP 2:
Switch on Bluetooth on your mobile device. On the Bluetooth settings screen, search for “Outlier Pro”, and select to pair.
And that's it, you're done!


Reassigning the main unit:
To reassign a different earbud as the main unit, simply place the intended secondary unit back into the charging case while they are both in use. The unit that is still connected to your device will automatically be assigned as the main unit. This process may take up to 10 seconds.

Pairing the Creative Outlier Pro to a second Bluetooth device:
	If you are connected to the earbuds, disconnect it from your existing device on the Bluetooth settings screen
	The Outlier Pro will automatically go into pairing mode, if not, tap and hold either earbud for 3 seconds to enter into Bluetooth pairing mode
	Follow the same instructions mentioned above in Step 2 to connect the Outlier Pro to a new device
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Design
Music All Day Long, Rain or Shine
Whether you're caught in a drizzle on the way home, or need to focus on your strength training at the gym, you don't have to worry about the Outlier Pro. With IPX5-certified water resistance, the earbuds can withstand the occasional splash. Work out in peace to your favorite beats with the Outlier Pro and keep going whether rain3 or shine.
3 IPX5 water-resistant devices are protected against low pressure water jets from any direction, including light or moderate rain.
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Perfect Fit, Perfect Isolation
Passive noise isolation is just as important for effective noise suppression. That's why we want to make sure our earbuds fit perfectly in your ears. Select your best fit from the three sets of soft silicone ear tips, try on the different sizes for each ear, and find the optimal ear tips for you!
GUIDE TO WEARING THE OUTLIER PRO
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Getting a proper and comfortable fit is important for the best listening experience. Here's a quick tutorial on how to wear the earbuds so that it stays secure and snug in your ear.

[image: ]
Place the buds into your ears. Put them on piece-by-piece on your first try to get used to its shape.

[image: ]
Twist it gently up-and-inwards towards your ear canal to achieve a secure fit and comfort.

[image: ]
Assess the fit by shaking your head to ensure it does not fall out. If the audio sounds “tinny” with inadequate bass, this is an indication that your ear buds are not fitted properly.




Super X-Fi Ready
Award-winning Super X-Fi® Headphone Holography
[image: ]

Super X-Fi technology recreates a professional, multi-speaker system experience in your headphones so you can hear sounds naturally like how it's meant to be heard. Creative Outlier Pro is a certified Super X-Fi READY* headphone that is specially tuned for optimum performance with the SXFI App. By utilizing the SXFI App on your mobile, you can enjoy a preview of Super X-Fi Headphone Holography on local content and enjoy cinematic audio even while on the go! Read more about the highly-raved technology and its numerous accolades.
*Super X-Fi READY works on local music files downloaded onto your device; it does not support streaming content (e.g., Spotify, YouTube, and Netflix). To enjoy the full functions of Super X-Fi on all contents, check out our entire range of Super X-Fi products featuring the SXFI UltraDSP chip.

GUIDE TO SUPER X-FI READY SETUP







Set up your Super X-Fi profile on the Creative Outlier Pro to enjoy a preview of the Super X-Fi Headphone Holography on local content wirelessly!

[image: ]
STEP 1:
Download the SXFI App on your mobile device.

[image: ]
STEP 2:
Create your Super X-Fi profile via the ‘Personalize' tab from the menu bar, and follow the step-by-step guide to personalize your Super X-Fi profile.

[image: ]
STEP 3:
Connect the Creative Outlier Pro to your mobile device via Bluetooth.
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CREATIVE APP
Customize and assign the touch controls to your preference, make adjustments to Active Noise Cancellation and Ambient Mode on the Noise Control module, or even tweak your audio settings via Equalizer.
[image: ]
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SXFI APP
Create your Super X-Fi profile and enjoy a preview of Super X-Fi Headphone Holography's cinematic audio wirelessly on your mobile device's local content. The Super X-Fi Headphone Holography works for local music files downloaded onto your devices; it does not support streaming content (e.g., Spotify, YouTube, and Netflix).
[image: ]
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IN THE BOX



INCLUDES:
	1 x Creative Outlier Pro
	1 x USB-C Charging Case
	1 x USB-C Charging Cable
	1 x Pair of (S), (M), and (L) Silicone Ear Tips
	1 x Quick Start Guide
	1 x Compliance Leaflet
	1 x Warranty Leaflet
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                                    Forbes
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The latest model in the Creative Outlier range is an excellent addition to the range. The Creative Outlier Pro has an effective hybrid ANC function, an Ambient Mode, a super long battery life, a beefed-up 10mm graphene driver and a sound that is punchy, dynamic and yet with enough refinement to handle almost any genre of music. I love the design of the charging case and the new metallic umber finish is very attractive. The Creative Outlier Pro true wireless earbuds tick a lot of boxes. Unless you desperately want support for aptX codecs, I can find little to criticize about these great-sounding earbuds. Recommended.
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-21

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Expert Reviews
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The Outlier Pro are Creative’s most fully featured earbuds and the pinnacle of the company’s true wireless efforts to date. Audio requires a little tweaking but is great across most musical genres, battery life is up there with the longest-lasting buds around and the hybrid active noise cancellation is pretty effective for what are eminently affordable in-ear headphones.


                                    

                                        5/5 Stars

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-19

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Tech Radar
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The Creative Outlier Pro wireless earbuds cost $119 / £84.99 (around AU$159), and for that relatively low price, you’re getting many of the features you’d associate with the best wireless earbuds you can buy. The earbuds feature excellent active noise cancellation, for example, making immersive listening easy, no matter your environment.
                                    

                                        4/5 Stars

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-05-11

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Makeuseof.com
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Creative's Outlier Pro earbuds deliver in two of the most important areas: battery life and ANC. With those boxes ticked, you can rest assured Creative's earbuds get the job done everywhere else, offering good overall sound along with a comfortable design.
                                    

                                        9/10

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-05-11

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Trusted Reviews
                                

                                
                                    
                                        " Walking through popular places in London (Waterloo, Southbank) and through train stations, the Outlier Pro’s noise cancelling achieves a sense of quiet that’s better than others at this price."
                                    

                                        4/5 Recommended

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-04

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Laptopmag
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "The Outlier Pro ANC have some compelling hallmarks, highlighted by the warm and vibrant sound profile that can be customized through a variety of well-engineered EQs. Noise cancellation is some of the finest in the category. Then comes the incredibly long battery life (40-60 hours is awesome)."
                                    

                                        4/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-08-22

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Geek Culture
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Creative’s latest in-ear devices does everything it needs to do and well, with clear audio playback, great active noise cancellation, a comfortable fit, responsive touch controls, and excellent audio pick-ups for calls. On top of that, it is IPX5-certified to resist sweat and light rain, allows for customisation through the Creative App, and lasts more than 10 hours per charge.
                                    

                                        8.8/10

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-08

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Androidcentral
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "They are, in my opinion, among the best affordable earbuds you can plug your ears with. Beyond just the sound quality and ANC, battery life, call quality, touch controls, and app support round out an impressive set of features and performance."
                                    

                                        4/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-16

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Canbuyornot
                                

                                
                                    
                                        All things considered, the Creative Outlier Pro is definitely worth its S$109 asking price. Sure, it's a bit more expensive than the V3, but you do get proper ANC and improved battery life.
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-19

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Techjio
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Creative Outlier Pro keeps most of the key features from the V3, improved the microphones and battery life, but altered the sound signature to one that focuses more on bass and less on treble.
                                    

                                        4.3/5 Stars

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-21

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Tech360
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Coming to sound quality, it’s impressive, as always. Creative never fails to leave me amazed by what they can do with such a tight budget. With 10mm graphene dynamic drivers, you get a lot of punch in the low ends with these. There’s a slight emphasis on the bass, resulting in a warmer sound that I’m personally quite fond of.
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-07-14

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Music | Photo | Life
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The new Creative Outlier Pro takes a different audio path with stronger bass and tamed treble, good ANC, better mic, and best price.
                                    

                                        7.7/10

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-04-06

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Hardwarezone
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "The Outlier Pro is Creative’s best true wireless earbuds. There’s absolutely no doubt about that. It looks and feels a little more expensive than the Outlier Air V3 and pumps out sound that, in this reviewer’s opinion, is more pleasurable. "
                                    

                                        8/10

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-16

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Techbuzzireland
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "The latest earbuds from Creative have been in for testing the last few weeks and once again we see the company deliver an affordable pair of earbuds with all the bells and whistles thrown in too and the colour here is another thing that I like and looks really well."
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-08-16

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    cordbusters
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "There’s a lot to like about the Outlier Pro: The sound is rich and warm (but the bass is clearly better than the high ends), the batteries last forever, and even the big form factor becomes a plus when you notice how comfortable the buds feel in your ears."
                                    

                                        4/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-07-18

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    Scarbir
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "The Creative Outlier Pro is a bit of a sensation, with its seemingly neverending battery life, combined with solid ANC and call quality. It may not be an audiophile pair of wireless earbuds, but it's a joyful allrounder."
                                    

                                        4.5/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-16

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    headphonecheck
                                

                                
                                    
                                        "the Creative Outlier Pro offer a lot of functionality at an attractive price thanks to the individual earpiece and sound setting options, the low-latency mode and the adjustable noise control. Finally, these weatherproof True Wireless in-ears score particular points with their immense runtime."
                                    

                                        4/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-16

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    briansbookblog
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I like these a lot and will daily drive them some more. I think these just replaced my AirPod Pros for ANC listening, and I haven’t tested them for the mic on calls, but will test that and add a rating if it’s worth calling out (good or bad).
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-11-11

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    theaxo.com
                                

                                
                                    
                                        All in all, I really like the Creative Outlier Pro. It combines good sound quality, decent mic quality, and amazing battery life in an affordable package. Sure, there are some flaws with the mid-bass and ANC performance, but most users would be more than happy with the implementation of these features. 
                                    

                                        

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-08-18

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    briansbookblog
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I like these a lot and will daily drive them some more. I think these just replaced my AirPod Pros for ANC listening, and I haven’t tested them for the mic on calls, but will test that and add a rating if it’s worth calling out (good or bad).
                                    

                                        4/5 Stars

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-10-18

                                

                                    Read Full Review

                            

                            
                                

                                    The Ideal Mobile
                                

                                
                                    
                                        For the price of US$ 80 which translated to about RM 350, the Creative Outlier Pro is not the most budget TWS in this class but it offers a pleasing all-rounder and excellent battery life that no others come close to.
                                    

                                        4.1/5

                                        Creative Outlier Pro

                                        2022-06-30

                                

                                    Read Full Review
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                                    P. H. Wee
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Repeated purchase for my family members. Besides being more bulky and slightly heavier than the Outlier Air V3, sound quality is superb compared to my current wireless in-earphones. Able to adjust the ANC level and Ambient Mode level. The in-earphones fit nicely.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Tay
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Very fast delivery, I receive the item the next day after my order.
The quality of the earphone is outstanding. I love the Sxfi app but only some of the songs are supported.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    W. Jackson
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Upgraded to these from my original Outlier Air buds. These are very slightly larger and have a thicker and larger case. 

They feature noise cancelling and ambient passthrough. I find the ANC makes sound a little more boomy and can actually amplify sharp, high frequency noises. It is good for eliminating low frequency, droning noise. The ambient mode tends to just amplify wind noise when outdoors but is ok when walking on windless days. ANC and ambient are useful in some cases but I tend to keep them off - just having the buds in your ears goes someway to block eternal noise. 

The buds have significantly more bass than the original Outlier Airs and the sound is good. Battery life is also very good. The look is updated and I like the metallic dark brown finish. Overall experience is very positive. 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Wong
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I have actually used the very 1st launch of the Outlier back in 2019. However, the battery is flat on the ear piece and could not be charged up any longer. Decided to purchase this latest Outlier Pro, and surprisingly was a very much improved comparing to the 1st launch model. Love the sound and the ANC and Ambient mode function. But was a little disappointed on the Sxfi app, as the sound was not that fantastic as expected, as compared to the Samsung Music Player when Dolby Atmos was set to on. So was wondering why should I use this Sxfi app instead of playing directly with Samsung Music app.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    y. K. ng
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The convenient from the long lasting battery and the value for money and good sound playback.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    C. Lee
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Charging case feels solid. No plastics rattling about. Charging case feels bulkier compared to the Outlier Gold. Earphones feel premium and deliver a good fit. Sound is superb and ANC works as advertised. Addition of wireless charging allows the case to be charged without a cable. Good move. Touch controls on the earphones are responsive and easy to use. Good for times when you don't want to use the phone. 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Chen
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Great sound quality  and value for money. 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    M. Vebere
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Such great headphone!

I wasn’t keen on getting wireless headphones, because it always seemed that my friends were losing them and it was all a lot of hassle, but I started working out a lot and it is hard to do that with wires hanging around you all the time. So I asked my very tech savvy pilot/urban explorer friend (Hi, Josip!), what are his top headphone brands and he couldn’t say enough good things about Creative, so that is why I decided on these headphones.
It was a bit of a hassle to get them to me, because you don’t deliver to my country Latvia (although you deliver to my neighbouring country Estonia :D), but a friend came to rescue and I sent them to him in Belgium and then he sent them to me. 
Honestly, it was worth it. 

Firstly, the sound is great. Doesn’t matter if I am listening to a discussion in an online conference or listening to music while running on a treadmill. It is just so clear and so good. I am especially pleasantly surprised by the sound quality while listening to my favourite opera arias. It is not easy for an audio device to get out of itself the same level of power that comes out in real life opera singer, but on no other audio device has opera sounded so good to me. The highest sopranos and the deepest basses, they all are so clear and so powerful while listening on these headphones. I have the same tingles and goose bumps from "Nessun dorma" on these headphones as I have had in real life "Turandot". As an avid audiophile and lover of music, I am in heaven.
Secondly, about the design. My colleague said that for her the headphones would be too big and chunky, but I, personally, don’t mind. It is a preference thing. She is about aesthetics and I am all about functionality. The headphones sit very comfortably in my ears, even when I am running and working out like hell they don’t fall out or get uncomfortable. I like that I have the option of doing anything and everything with the power of tapping the earphone. I can just put on the music and leave my phone somewhere deep in my bag, without worry that I’ll have to find it to stop the music or turn down the volume, or switch to the next song.
Thirdly, about all the other functions. Noise Cancellation function is heavens send. It is so convenient when trying to block out colleagues while listening to conferences, annoying passengers in the bus or just trying enjoy music while doing house work but don’t want to hear the vacuum or washing machine in the background. And Ambient Mode is so good for those late rainy weekend nights, where you sit on the windowsill, drink wine, listen to quiet music and just enjoy the silence of the humankind. 
Fourthly, the battery. I got these earphone a week ago. I have been using them a LOT. I listen to music wherever I go. Walking, working, running, cleaning, always with headphones in my ears. The battery level is still green – high. Amazing.

I have yet to use the microphone, so I can’t say anything about it. And I couldn’t use the Super X-Fi App, because it does not work in my country, but I also don’t have music downloaded on my phone, I listen music on Spotify etc., so it is not really a bother.

In conclusion – one of the best things I have ever bought. Thank You!

                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    A. Bose
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Value for money, easy to wear, and very good technology.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Powers
                                

                                
                                    
                                        These are really great earbuds.

PROS:
Battery life is CRAZY good - outlasts my Pixel 6 with heavy use
Fit and finish
Connection quality/reliability
Good mics
Great sound with a caveat- you need to adjust EQ a LOT for them to lose their naturally.muddy/muffled sound
Strong app

CONS:
Soundscape out of the box
Touch controls are finicky - although I never get accidental touches, which is nice

Overall, a great set of wireless buds. Improved over all previous iterations. I just wish the EQ wasn't so terrible before tweaking. Once you dial it in, they sound great. The battery life is just amazing.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    K. Koh
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The low-latency support is really great, really minimized to nearly-zero lag for playing rhythm games.  First-ever on wireless headphone. 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    R. Sumners
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Fantastic product, I have been involved with Creative products for almost 20 years, formerly Soundblaster.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    G. McDaniel
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I have owned several different Creative products over the years.. Wired and wireless earphones/ear buds, Bluetooth speakers, even an MP3 (Zen XFi) player that I had for years and loved.. Someone decided they needed it more than I did. LOL.. One thing that has always stood out? The quality of the sound and the quality of the devices. They last FOREVER. Yes, I have had some issues from time to time, but they have all been addressed and fixed. 

I replaced my original wireless earbuds, with the Gold series. They were great. Then, when they came out with these Pro's, I needed to try them due to the lengthened battery time. I work long hours, so that is a great plus. I still use the Golds for outside activities. 

I like these. The equalizer that you can personalize is nice. I like good base, and I can get it "my way".. LOL. 

The Active Noise Cancelation is okay, I guess.. I don't notice too much difference between the Ambient mode and ANC. Or off, for that matter.. I was hearing a "scratching" sound when using the ANC feature, but they had me turn it off, then on again (the feature) from the app. That seemed to clear it up. 

I like the app. It works well with the ear buds. No complaints.   

All in all, another solid product. Well worth the money. 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    A. Mitchell
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Incredible battery life, pleasant size case to hold, superb sound quality and they look fantastic too! Vey happy with these! 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    G. Oberkofler
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Very good ear-phones! Use them with sports and by chilling on my couch, listen to music!
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    F. Alamo
                                

                                
                                    
                                        the product is working great, the anc and ambient mode are working well...
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    E. Kähkönen
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Quite good for the price. Amazing battery life. They stay put on my ears really well unlike many other earbuds. Sound quality is more than decent, soundstage not the widest and it's quite bass heavy. ANC is not best but once again not bad at all. All in all great for the price.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    Y. Lysenko
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Those headphones are the best price to quality value on the market for the current moment of time. It is so big unfortune that I lost the headphones after 3 weeks of usage and left myself with the case only. There is no possibility to find them via software or via tech support. The only option is order headphones separately, whith the price alsmost of a new set, which is a point to think about for the developers.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Griffin
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Great Ear buds lots of Bass and long battery life
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    C. Sanfridsson
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Very good performance
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    K. Chiu
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Good sound and clear
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    A. Mohammed
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Perfect product for listen to music and watching movies, sound quality very high and d but i don't recommend it for gaming 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. Lampropoulos
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Wonderful sound! with killer battery life!!!!
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    A. M. Chng
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Very good product at a very competitive price point.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    R. Warren
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I love these ear buds!!  I have used them for over a month and they just keep getting better the more I listed with them.  They are very comfortable and the sound is tremendous.  I should say I have a pair of Sound Blaster Jam V2 , and a pair of SXFI Theater headphones.  For me the sound and construction of all of the Creative products I own is unmatched.  I could not be happier wit the Outlier Pro ear buds.  I would highly recommend Creative products to anyone for their listening needs,
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    L. Alex
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Value for money! Always love creative products!
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    C. Gomez
                                

                                
                                    
                                        So far so good, the quality is incredible, the sound is much better than the older version,

thank you!.
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    J. M. Jessen
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Really really good
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    A. Golder
                                

                                
                                    
                                        I have tried quite a few different products, but no matter what I ALWAYS get the most satisfaction from my Creative products!! These Outlier Pro's ROCK!!
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    C. T
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Great for teleconferencing ... 
                                    

                                            
                                

                            

                            
                                

                                    W. K. GOH
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Great sound and fit perfectly 
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          Specifications

        

      

      
            	
                

Wearing Style

              
              	In-ear, True Wireless


            	
                

Product Type

              
              	Wireless, True Wireless


            	
                

Connectivity

              
              	USB-C (Charging), Bluetooth, Wireless Charging Enabled and Qi-compatible


            	
                

Water Resistance (IP Rating)

              
              	IPX5


            	
                

Operating Temperature

              
              	0–45°C


            	
                

Recommended Usage

              
              	On-the-go, Sports



            	
                

Dimensions

              
              	(Per Earbud) 24.8 x 20.1 x 26.4 mm / 0.98 x 0.79 x 1.04 inches, (Charging Case) 82 x 45.9 x 30.8 mm / 3.23 x 1.81 x 1.21 inches


            	
                

Weight

              
              	(Per Earbud) 7g / 0.24 oz, (Charging Case) 73 g / 2.57 oz


            	
                

Cable Length (End-to-end)

              
              	0.3m / 0.98 ft


            	
                

Battery Life*

              
              	*Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions., Up to 15 hours per charge, Up to 60 hours of total playtime


            	
                

Battery Type

              
              	Battery in Earbuds: 1 X Rechargeable Lithium-ion Polymer Battery 85 mAh in each earbud, Battery in Charging Case: 1 x Rechargeable Lithium Polymer Battery 900 mAh


            	
                

Microphone

              
              	Frequency Response: 100–10,000 Hz
Sensitivity @ 1 kHz: - 38 dBV / Pa
Type: Omni-directional x 1
Voice Assistant: Siri, Google Assistant




            	
                

Driver

              
              	Frequency Response: 20–20,000 Hz
Type: Graphene-coated Diaphragm



            	
                

Bluetooth® Version

              
              	5.2


            	
                

Wireless Codecs

              
              	AAC, SBC


            	
                

Profiles

              
              	(HFP) Hands-free Profile, (A2DP) Advanced Audio Distribution Profile, (AVRCP) Audio / Video Remote Control Profile


            	
                

Operating Frequency

              
              	2.4 GHz


            	
                

Operating Range

              
              	Up to 10m / 33 ft*, *Measured in open space. Walls and structures may affect range of device.



            	
                

Controls

              
              	Type: Intuitive Touch
Playback: Yes
Volume: Yes



            	
                

Color

              
              	Metallic Umber



       
 
    
 

    
      
          
            System Requirements

            
              For Creative App:
iOS	iOS 11 and above
	Bluetooth with A2DP stereo support

Android	Ver. 7.0 and above
	Bluetooth with A2DP stereo support


            

          


      
              
                  Package Contents

                  	1 x Creative Outlier Pro
	1 x USB-C Charging Case
	1 x USB-C Charging Cable
	1 x Pair of (S), (M), and (L) Silicone Ear Tips
	1 x Quick Start Guide
	1 x Compliance Leaflet
	1 x Warranty Leaflet


              




      


      

              
                  Warranty


                              1-year Limited Hardware Warranty

              




              
                  Downloads


                      
                          Owner's Manual
                      

              

      

      

    





  
    
      
        
          
            
              Creative Store FAQ
            

          

        

      


      
        
          
              
                Allow us to clarify any questions you have regarding this product. For questions related to technical assistance, please contact us through this dedicated form for a quicker response.
              

          

        


        
          
            
              
              
              
              Ask A Question
              
              
                Please enter your question.

              

              
                

              

            
          


          
            
              Email Address
              
              
                
                  Please enter a valid email address.
                

              

            
          

        

        
          
                
    
      
        

      

      You have entered an incorrect answer. Please try again.

    


            
          

          
            Submit
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                            Creative SXFI AMP + Creative Outlier Pro Bundle
                        

                        
                            $308.00
                        

                        
                            MORE
                            BUY
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                        
                            Creative Outlier Pro Twin Pack
                        

                        
                            $128.00
                        

                        
                            MORE
                            BUY
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                                Creative Outlier Air V3
                            
                            
                                $54.00
                            

                            
                                MORE
                                BUY
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                                Sound Blaster JAM V2
                            
                            
                                $49.00
                            

                            
                                MORE
                                BUY
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